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Telesin three-channel charger + 2 batteries for GoPro Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9 (GP-PT-G01)
The three-channel charger from Telesin allows you to store and renew the power of up to 3 GoPro Hero 11, Hero 10 and Hero 9 batteries.
The  USB-C  port  offers  up  to  15  watts  of  power,  and  LED  indicators  will  let  you  know  the  charging  status.  Now  you  can  charge  your
batteries  on the go and outdoors  -  without  worrying about  losing power  while  recording your  most  important  moments.  What's  more,
thanks  to  its  clever  design,  the  device  is  extremely  handy  and  provides  space  for  2  TF  cards.  The  kit  comes  with  2  rechargeable
batteries.
 
Fast charging of the batteries
The Telesin charger allows you to renew the energy of three batteries in just 2.5 hours, saving you precious time. Verifying the charge
level is extremely easy - just open the charger's cover to check the status of the LED indicators. So you can conveniently schedule your
recordings without worrying about insufficient power. In addition, the product features a side USB-C charging port.
 
Record videos without any interruptions
Thanks to its excellent performance, the included batteries achieve 96% longer life than standard batteries, even in 4K/120FPS mode.
This means you can enjoy longer recording sessions - whether you're capturing exciting adventures on the go or creating professional
videos,  Telesin  lets  you  capture  unforgettable  moments  for  a  long  time.  What's  more,  the  batteries  are  rated  for  low  temperatures
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(-20°C), allowing you to film winter sports, interesting landscapes and much more!
 
Safety guarantee
Telesin takes care of your safety. Reliable overcharge protection prevents damage to the batteries, eliminating the risk of overheating
and  extending  their  life.  In  addition,  the  over-discharge  protection  system  and  short-circuit  protection  increase  protection  during
charging. The product is certified according to many standards, such as CE, RoHS, FC, UL and UN38.3. In addition, it is made of durable
ABS material and is resistant to damage and dust.
 
Practical design
What  sets  the  Telesin  charger  apart  is  its  unique  case-like  design.  This  makes  the  device  extremely  practical  and  its  transportation
hassle-free - you can conveniently stow it in your bag or even pocket. In addition, the charger offers space for 2 TF memory cards. As a
result, the Telesin product is not only functional when charging batteries, but also allows you to conveniently store your accessories. It's
the perfect solution for travelers and active filmmakers who value order and mobility.
 
Included:
Three-channel charger x1
Rechargeable battery x2
USB-A/USB-C cable x1
User manual x1
	Manufacturer
	Telesin
	Model
	GP-PT-G01
	Input power
	15W, 5V/3A
	Port
	USB-C
	Compatibility
	GoPro Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9 batteries
	Working temperature
	0°C to 40°C
	Dimensions
	115 x 59.5 x 24.9 cm
	Weight
	85.6g
	Dimensions of the battery pack
	40.7 x 33.6 x 13.2mm
	Battery pack weight
	32.58 g
	Battery capacity
	1720 mAh
	Battery output voltage
	4.4 V
	Battery operating temperature
	from -20° to 60°C
	Compatibility of the battery pack
	GoPro Hero 11 / Hero 10 / Hero 9
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Preço:

Antes: € 69.495

Agora: € 65.50

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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